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ABSTRACT
Gathering neuro-physiological data during user studies, and analys-
ing the continuous data they produce, typically involves making a
tradeo� between detail and practical utility. �is paper describes
our long-term work-in-progress towards developing study proto-
cols for using functional Near-InfraRed Spectroscopy (fNIRS) with
the aim of �nding the ideal balance in this tradeo�. Our results show
that fNIRS can be easily used in normal IIR user study conditions,
is tolerant of minor movement artefacts (including speaking), and
can still determine mental workload di�erences between di�erent
user interfaces designed for the same task.

1 INTRODUCTION
�e aim of using Neuro-Physiological methods in Interactive Infor-
mation Retrieval (IIR) is to take cognitive measurements about a
user while they are searching. We aim to objectively gain insights
into mental workload, emotional response, and other cognitive
activity that go on behind, and motivate, the physical actions that
we currently use to evaluate IIR. Rather than use qualitative, subjec-
tive or secondary-task methods to infer what the user understands
or remembers about their cognitive activity, neuro-physiological
methods give us more objective data for analysis.

Ultimately, our aim is to be able to add neuro-physiological
sensors into our typical experiment protocols and run a ‘normal’
IIR user study, but doing so, however, is a hard challenge that
involves many tradeo�s. In order to use many Neuro-Physiological
sensors, we have to make tradeo�s in the ecological validity of the
methods: in order to increase the value of the collected data, we
have to reduce the normality of the user study protocol. Below
are some of the challenges our team have faced when selecting
appropriate neuro-physiological sensors for IIR studies.

Challenge 1: Physical Constraints - It may be necessary to
constrain the environment in order to use a sensor: in detecting
Information Needs in the brain, Moshfeghi et al had to place par-
ticipants in an MRI scanner and interact indirectly via mirrors and
an intercom [7]. If we try to avoid restricting physical activity,
we typically have to use less invasive technology like eye trackers
[3], or wrist-worn GSR sensors [9] that provide more indirect data.
Natural user study behaviour, however, may involve looking away
the screen, and thus from e.g. eye trackers.

Challenge 2: Designing Tasks - We may also need to restrict
the tasks that people do in order to be able to take comparable
measures: BCI studies typically involve abstract psychology tasks
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[6, 11]. However, a natural IIR study protocol might involve asking
participants to perform exploratory search tasks that involve very
complex behaviour. It becomes hard to determinewhen participants
are e.g. making relevance judgements or simply reading.

Challenge 3: Confounding Variables - �e main reason for
either applying physical or experimental restrictions is to reduce
possible confounding variables in the data. However, many actions
might be counted as a step by a pedometer, many di�erent mental
activities have been associated with changes that can be seen in
neuro-physiological sensors: a�ective responses, stress, and so on.

Challenge 4: Protocol Compatability - A typical user study
protocol may involve taking many di�erent types of measurements.
Many IIR researchers utilise �ink Aloud Protocols, but as well
as being a�ected by physical movement, sensors like EEG data
are heavily a�ected by speaking during tasks (see below). Many
studies may also involve speci�c time constraints, however these
may invoke stress-related emotional responses in some participants
that create confounding variables noted above. Further, in order
to correlate neuro-physiological signals with user behaviour, we
o�en have to add elements to our protocols, like video footage of
participants’ behaviour, which can also reduce ecological validity.

Challenge 5: Data Analysis - Another bene�t of choosing
more abstracted psychology-based tasks, is in the data analysis and
interpretation of results; as task complexity increases, it becomes
harder to understand what causes certain reactions in participants
behaviour, performance and physiology. It is therefore important to
consider task complexity as a factor when designing and analyzing
IIR studies, especially during more natural, exploratory tasks. We
must further then decide which signals (EEG sensors have many
sensors, covering various parts of the brain) to analyse and how
to process them. Neuro-physiological data may peak and trough
several times a second, but interactions that we wish to make judge-
ments on may take several seconds: do we take an average of set
periods of time? or measure number of peaks? or highest peak?

2 FNIRS AS A GOOD TRADEOFF
Based on the challenges above, choosing a neuro-physiological sen-
sor, becomes a reasoned decision based upon the research questions
driving the work and the ideal methods of answering those research
questions. Moshfeghi et al designed a very careful methodology in
order to detect Information Needs in the brain [7]. If we wished to
evaluate a new user interface to help people resolve search tasks
more quickly, or more accurately, we could not use an MRI to
evaluate the cognitive demands in such tasks.

�e sensors used to assess users’ cognitive processes during nat-
ural IIR user studies should ideally provide useful information about
them, without dramatically changing the protocols typically used,
or further restricting the users during the studies. �erefore, an
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MRI is too physically restrictive, but EEG data is too heavily a�ected
by natural participant behaviour. Eye trackers are becoming much
more �exible, and are complementary to the BCI studies. However,
eye tracking data can be interrupted by the ‘normal’ behaviour we
would ideally retain in our studies. Wrist-worn skin sensors are
also too indirectly associated with the cognitive processes we wish
to observe, because the sensors are responsive to arousal generated
by both physical and mental activities.

Figure 1: A Biopac 16 channel fNIRS

Our own choice of neuro-physiological sensor has been func-
tional Near-InfraRed Spectroscopy (fNIRS) shown in Figure 1, which
takes objective measurements of blood oxygen using near-infrared
light, rathern than e.g. measures of electrical changes in the brain.
By placing fNIRS on the forehead, it takes measurements of brain
activity in the pre-frontal cortex, an area associated with working
memory. As the participant experiences higher levels of mental
workload, the pre-frontal cortex demands more oxygen from the
heart and lungs. Consequently, fNIRS data, like MRI, is delayed by
the BOLD response. Below we review how we work with fNIRS
against the �ve challenges listed above.

Challenge 1: Physical Constraints - �ere are very few phys-
ical constraints in using fNIRS. Work by Solovey et al [10], and our
own research [6], has shown that fNIRS is tolerant of most minor
movement artefacts, which means that participants can behave
quite naturally in e.g. a seated position in front of a computer and
work within the range of the 2 metre cables. However, wireless
fNIRS devices are now available.

Challenge 2: Designing Tasks - While we have used fNIRS
to study more constrained psychology tasks ourselves [6, 8, 10],
the technique was successfully deployed during more naturalistic
studies, including tasks such as air tra�c control [5], and usability
testing the form �lling process of an insurance claim [4].

Challenge 3: Confounding Variables - We are aware of the
a�ect of related cognitive activities a�ecting the data. Some par-
ticipants in our air tra�c control task reported feeling anxious
about the task conditions. Alsuraykh has begun her doctoral stud-
ies focused on examining stress as an artefact in Mental Workload
measurements using fNIRS.

Challenge 4: Protocol Compatability - fNIRS involves mini-
mal changes to our normal user study protocols. For example, there
is some time allocated for setup and con�guration at the beginning
of each data collection session. We typically use n-back tasks [2, 11]
to identify baseline measurements of high (3-back) and low (1-back)
mental workload during this con�guration period, as well as taking
a measurement at rest. We also have to introduce 2 minute rest

periods between tasks, and add time-markers using the fNIRS so�-
ware. However, we have shown that fNIRS can be used freely along
side other protocol elements, including �ink Aloud Protocols [8].

Challenge 5: Data Analysis - Measures of brain activity are
recorded using an fNIRS300 device and the associated Cognitive
Optical Brain Imaging (COBI) Studio platform provided by Biopac
Systems Inc. �e sensor headband is a sixteen-channel transducer
for continuous Near Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS), producing two
types of measurements for each channel: Oxygenated (HbO) and
deoxygenated (Hb) hemoglobin. Relative changes in HbO and Hb
strongly correlate with changes in Mental Workload (when target-
ing the PFC). A typical fNIRS experiment involves various levels of
data pre-processing and processing. Filtering techniques (e.g. low
pass �lters) can be used in order to remove high-frequency noise,
physiological artefacts such as heartbeats and motion derived arte-
facts. �e Correlation Based Signal Improvement (CBSI) method
can be applied [1], for example, which combines HbO and Hb mea-
surements in order to improve detection of Mental Workload.

3 CONCLUSIONS
Over the last three years, we have worked hard on evaluating the
utility of fNIRS as a neuro-physiological sensor that can be used
e�ectively to more objetively measure Mental Workload changes
within HCI-style IIR user studies. In particular, we have shown that
it is tolerant of minor movement artefacts [6], can be used along side
other user study protocols like �ink Aloud [8], and can be used
within a usability study to examine the di�erence between three
user interface conditions for the same task [4]. Our work to date,
therefore, demonstrates that we are ready to go beyond constrained
neuro-physiological studies of e.g. relevance judgements, and begin
to evaluate di�erent search user interfaces designs in terms of the
cognitive impact they have on searchers.
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